Background The attenuation of the relationship between disease and a risk factor subject to error through 'regression dilution' is well recognized, and researchers often make attempts to adjust for its effects. However, the adjustment methods most often adopted in cohort studies make an implicit assumption that the relationship is driven exclusively by current error-free levels of the risk factor and not by past levels. Here we investigate the bias that is introduced if this assumption is invalid.
variation that is unrelated to risk is often termed measurement error, and the bias that it introduces 'regression dilution', 2 since in regression models with only a single risk factor, its effect is always to reduce the magnitude of the association. This latter term is, however, somewhat misleading because in a multiple regression analysis, involving more than one risk factor, measurement error may decrease, increase, or even reverse the direction of an association. 3 
Simple 'non-life-course' correction methods
Replacing single measurements of risk factors with a mean of two or more measurements reduces the impact of measurement error but does not eliminate it. However, repeated measurements of the risk factor can be used to characterize the Most risk factors vary over time within subjects and are also measured with error. Interest often centres on the relationship between risk of disease and the error-free levels of a risk factor over some period of time. If only single measurements of the risk factor are available and these are used in an epidemiological analysis, it is well known that the resulting effect sizes are biased estimates of the magnitude of the association between the error-free level of the risk factor and disease. 1 Random extent of measurement error and this has led to the development of methods that utilize repeated measurements to correct for the biases introduced through measurement error. [1] [2] [3] [4] Such methods have been used both in individual cohort studies and in meta-analyses. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] A number of these applications utilize repeated measures of the risk factor made a number of years apart (often in a subset of individuals or using data from another study) to calculate correction factors that are then used to inflate the regression coefficient relating to a risk factor measured at baseline.
One of the most commonly adopted techniques is MacMahon's 'ratio of ranges' method. 2 This divides the subjects into quintile groups on the basis of the baseline measurement of the risk factor and calculates the difference between the mean levels of the variable in the top and bottom quintile groups for both the baseline and a second measurement. The 'ratio of ranges' method attributes the difference in risk between the top and bottom quintile groups to the difference in mean levels of the risk factor in these groups at the time of the second measurement. Hence the correction factor is the ratio of the difference in mean levels between the top and bottom quintile groups at the time of the first measurement to that at the time of the second measurement. For example Clarke et al. 5 use pairs of measurements of blood pressure and cholesterol made 6, 16 and 26 years apart to claim 'that uncorrected associations of (coronary) disease risk with baseline measurements underestimate the strength of the real associations with usual levels of these risk factors during the first decade of exposure by about one-third, the second decade by about one-half, and the third decade by about two-thirds'.
Applications that utilize methods, such as the 'ratio of ranges', in this way effectively take associations seen with baseline levels of a risk factor and attribute them to levels at a later point in time, often one that is concurrent with the time at risk. Since these methods do not consider how risk factor levels at different times throughout follow-up might contribute differentially to later risk, we term them 'non-life-course' correction methods. In this paper we will demonstrate that such methods are unbiased only if risk factor levels at the time of the baseline measurement have no independent effect on risk, once error-free levels at the time of the second measurement have been allowed for.
The potential dangers are illustrated by considering the following scenario. Suppose individuals in an industrial cohort were divided into quintile groups on the basis of asbestos exposure at the age of 40 years and that exposure was remeasured in survivors at 70 years of age, with mesothelioma mortality rates calculated in each of the groups over a further 10-year period of follow-up to 80 years of age. The difference in mean asbestos exposure between the top and bottom quintile groups at 70 years of age would be expected to be much smaller than that at 40 years of age and we could clearly not attribute the anticipated difference in mesothelioma mortality wholly to the difference in exposure at 70 years of age because of the independent effect of earlier exposure. Hence the 'ratio of ranges' would overcorrect in this situation.
There are alternative ways of using measurements at baseline and a later follow-up time to generate correction factors [see ref. (8) for a detailed comparison of many of the commonly adopted univariate methods] that make the same implicit assumption about the time course of the relationship between the risk factor and the disease. For example, Rosner's regression calibration method 9 is a variation of the 'ratio of ranges' method that takes the correction factor to be the reciprocal of the slope of the regression line relating the second measurement to the first. The reciprocal of the product moment correlation coefficient also gives similar results to the 'ratio of ranges' provided both measurements have the same standard deviation.
The need for a life-course approach
The limitations of epidemiological studies that relate risk of disease to risk factors measured at only one or two time points are increasingly recognized, with life-course studies that relate lifetime risk to exposure over a lifetime being advocated 10 and carried out in some settings. 11 Such methods can address the way in which relationships between risk factors and disease evolve over time. As an example, the risk of coronary heart disease in a 60-year-old man is likely to depend both on current and past error-free blood pressure, with the dependency on error-free blood pressure at 55 years of age different from that at 45 years or 35 years of age. Such scenarios require multiple regression models and it is known 12 that adopting univariate corrections for regression dilution in a multiple regression setting can introduce serious errors.
Before we can investigate the impact of correction methods for measurement error we need to establish a framework for the relationship between error-free levels of a risk factor and disease over a lifetime. A full analysis of the relationship between disease risk and a risk factor would require adjustment for covariates, possibly simultaneously allowing for measurement error in these covariates as well. For the purposes of illustration we will ignore such covariates and confine ourselves to investigating associations between lifetime levels of a single risk factor and disease.
A 'life-course' framework
Suppose that we divide a person's lifetime up into relatively short periods and consider levels of the risk factor and risk of death in each of these periods. The periods of time must be sufficiently short for variation in the levels of the risk factor within each period to be unrelated to risk, with the periodspecific mean level carrying all relevant information pertaining to disease. We term this theoretical mean level (which can be interpreted as the observed mean of an infinitely large number of evenly spaced measurements taken over the period) the period-specific 'error-free' level. The risk of death in a particular period is likely to depend jointly on 'error-free' levels both in the concurrent and preceding periods. A common way to describe such a relationship is via a logistic regression model where the log odds of disease is linearly related to the error-free levels of the risk factor as follows:
where π i is the risk in the index period, x il * is the centred errorfree risk factor level in the index period, and x * i(t+1) is the corresponding level t periods previously. We term this a 'full risk factor history' model. Statistical alternatives to the logistic regression model could be also used. For example, a Cox
proportional hazards model, or a generalized linear model for a binary outcome with a log link could be used. In developing our methodology we will describe log odds ratios arising from logistic regression, but subject to assumptions that commonly hold in practice (see Appendix), our results will apply equally to log hazard and log rate ratios. Conceptually, in order to provide a full description of the association between a risk factor and risk of death, a lifetime should be divided into many short periods, with a separate 'full risk factor history' model for each follow-up period. Each model would relate risk-of-disease in a particular follow-up period to 'error-free' levels in that period and all earlier periods conditional on survival to the start of the period. It is possible, but not essential, to assume that the regression coefficients do not differ between follow-up periods. In practice, data limitations mean that such models are only defined for particular age ranges (e.g. 30-79 years in 5-year age bands) or in periods of time relative to the start of a study (first decade post-baseline, second decade post-baseline, etc.). For simplicity, we will consider a single follow-up period, but our arguments apply equally to a set of models for different follow-up periods.
The 'full risk factor history' model (1) can be rewritten to relate disease risk to a weighted average of the period-specific error-free risk factor levels, where the weight given to each period is proportional to the period-specific regression coefficient.
where and . In the asbestos and mesothelioma examples described above, much of the weight would come from measurements made decades earlier because of the long latent period of the disease. For relationships between coronary heart disease and risk factors such as blood pressure and cholesterol, it is plausible that weights from recent periods are larger. However, there is evidence to suggest that weights for periods further back in time will not be negligible. For example, an analysis of 18-year follow-up in the Whitehall study 13 provides evidence that the magnitude of the relationship between cholesterol and coronary heart disease increases with increasing interval between measurement and period at risk, suggesting that the relationship is not entirely short term in nature.
The 'weight-halving' interval
In this paper, we will focus primarily on situations where the magnitude of the independent relationship between risk of disease and the period-specific level of the error-free risk factor declines according to the length of time between the period of measurement and the period at risk. We introduce a 'weighthalving interval' to characterize this. For example, if the independent log odds ratio associated with a unit increase in an error-free risk factor now is twice that associated with a unit increase 5 years ago, and four times that associated with such an increase 10 years ago and so on, we have a '5-year weighthalving interval'. Of course, not all lifetime relationships can be exactly described in terms of a 'weight-halving interval', but such a concept yields a family of scenarios in which to investigate the impact of measurement error. This includes the cases where risk depends only on the level in the current period Table 1 Six measures of association between a risk factor and disease in a cohort study
Measure of association Description
Naïve Relate risk in the follow-up period to observed baseline risk factor levels
Non-life-course corrected associations
Corrected: range ratio Divide the naïve measure by the 'ratio of ranges' calculated from observed measurements at baseline and at follow-up
Corrected: correlation Divide the naïve measure by the 'correlation coefficient' calculated from measurements at baseline and at follow-up
Associations with errorfree levels
Crude current Relate risk in the follow-up period to error-free risk factor levels in the follow-up period
History adjusted current Relate risk in the follow-up period to error-free risk factor levels in the follow-up period, adjusting for error-free levels in earlier periods
Lifetime level Relate risk in the follow-up period simultaneously to error-free risk factor levels in the current and all earlier periods and sum the coefficients (weight-halving interval ϭ 0) and where risk depends on the lifetime mean level (weight-halving interval = ϱ).
Summary measures of association for a risk factor history relationship
Interpretation of a 'full risk factor history model', such as the logistic regression model presented above, may be complex because of the number of parameters in the model. Hence it can be instructive to consider summary statistics, such as summary odds ratios, that describe key facets of the relationship. Three such summary statistics, each having a different interpretation, are of potential interest (Table 1) .
(i) Crude current association: We use this term as an abbreviation for the crude association with the current error-free level of the risk factor. It can be expressed as the (period-specific) odds ratio associated with a 1 unit increase in the error-free risk factor in the same period. No allowance is made for confounding by risk factor levels in earlier periods, and for this reason, it is the least epidemiologically relevant of the three relationships. (ii) History-adjusted current association: This is the association with the current error-free level of the risk factor adjusted for all past error-free levels. It can be expressed as the odds ratio associated with a 1 unit increase in the risk factor conditional on levels in earlier periods. It can be considered to describe the short-term potentially modifiable risk in that it measures the difference in risk between two subjects who have different risk factor levels now but had identical levels in the past.
(iii) Lifetime level association: We define this to be the odds ratio associated with a 1 unit increase in the risk factor in the concurrent and each preceding period. It expresses the difference in risk between two subjects whose level has differed by 1 unit throughout their lives. As such it can be described as measuring the long-term potentially modifiable risk, and is perhaps the most epidemiologically relevant of the three associations.
Parameters in the 'full risk factor history' model equate to the history-adjusted current log odds ratio [ in Equation (1)] and lifetime level log odds ratio [ in Equation (2)]. The crude current log odds ratio depends additionally on the variances of the period-specific error-free levels and the correlations between them. Formulae are given in the Appendix.
Measurement error and methods to correct for its effects
The effects of measurement error, and methods to correct for it, in the multiple logistic regression model have been described by Rosner et al. 4 They are dependent on the between-and withinsubject variance-covariance matrices for the covariates in the model. In the 'full risk factor history' model these covariates correspond to the period-specific measurements of the risk factor. Hence, if repeated measurements of the risk factor in each period are available then corrections can be made.
In many applications much more limited data are available, prompting the type of 'non-life-course' analysis carried out by Clarke et al. 5 They propose that a naïve effect, such as a log odds ratio, estimated by relating baseline measures of a risk factor to risk in a later period, be inflated using a 'ratio of ranges' correction factor derived from pairs of measurements, one in the baseline and one in the follow-up periods. The key question is whether or not such inflated associations estimate a meaningful parameter, such as one of the summary log odds ratios presented above. In the Appendix we give formulae that relate such 'non-life-course corrected' log odds ratios to the parameters of the 'full risk factor history' model, the variances of the period-specific error-free risk factor levels, the correlations between them, and the period-specific within-subject variances. In general, the 'non-life-course' corrected log odds ratios are not equivalent to either the lifetime level, crude or history-adjusted current log odds ratios. In particular, both the 'ratio of ranges' and simple regression calibration overcorrect the lifetime level log odds ratio by a factor given approximately by (3) where the w i s are the previously defined weights in the 'full risk factor history' model and (Σ b ) iN is the covariance between error-free levels of the risk factor in period i and period N (defining period 1 to be the period at risk and period N the baseline period). If (Σ b ) iN is constant for all follow-up periods (i) then there is no overcorrection. However, since in many applications (Σ b ) iN is likely to decline as the interval between periods increases (i.e. as i decreases from N to 1) there will be overcorrection unless risk in the current period is exclusively dependent on error-free risk factor levels in the current period (w 1 = 1 and w 2 = ... = w N = 0, i.e. the weight-halving interval is zero). We term this situation 'exclusively current level' prediction of risk.
Since (Σ b ) iN is proportional to the slope of the linear model relating observed measurements of the risk factor in the ith period to those in the Nth period [β(x i | x N )-see Equation (A7) in Appendix] the extent of the over correction can be expressed as (4) where is the slope of the linear model relating a repeated measurement of the risk factor in the baseline period to an initial value in that period. Since the ␤s in Equation (4) can be estimated by simple regression models (or ratios of ranges), this permits investigation of the sensitivity of results obtained using 'non-life-course' methods to the assumption of 'exclusively current level' prediction of risk.
Example: relationship between coronary heart disease and systolic blood pressure over 30 years To investigate the extent to which 'non-life-course' methods can introduce bias in cohort studies we consider the relationship between risk of death from coronary heart disease mortality in men in the period of time 25-30 years following a baseline measurement and systolic blood pressure in that and earlier periods. For convenience of reporting we assume that log odds ratios are used to relate blood pressure to disease risk, noting, however, that the results apply equally to log rate and log hazard ratios estimated from appropriate models. We consider a range of possible 'weight-halving intervals' for the 'full risk factor history' relationship. We use data from the Framingham Heart Study 14, 15 to estimate the variances of the period-specific error-free levels, the correlations between them and the periodspecific within-subject variances. These estimates are then taken as plausible values (ignoring the random error inherent in their estimation) and used in conjunction with the range of 'weight-halving intervals' to derive the relationships between the various odds ratios of interest (using the algebraic results in the Appendix).
The Framingham Heart Study is a US cohort study, established in the late 1940s in a population of 5209 individuals aged between 30 and 60 years at baseline. Participants were invited to attend two-yearly clinic visits, and systolic blood pressure was one of many variables measured. One thousand five hundred and eight male subjects were known to be alive, and hence at risk, at the start of the period 25-30 years after the baseline measurement. We divide follow-up into 5-year periods and assume, for illustrative purposes, that the mortality risk in the sixth period depends only on the error-free systolic blood pressure in that period and each of five preceding periods.
Three different scenarios are illustrated in Figure 1 . In the first scenario ('exclusively current level prediction') the current risk of death depends only on the current error-free level (shown as a rectangle). The independent effect of the error-free blood pressure level in each earlier 5-year period is zero. The second scenario illustrates a weight-halving interval of 5 years, with the dependency on the level 5 years previously (weight = 25.4%)
exactly half that on the current level (50.8%) and twice that on the level 10 years previously (12.7%). The figure also shows an 'exclusively historical level prediction' scenario where the current risk depends only upon the level in the period 25 years previously. Such a scenario is unlikely to be true, but we include it here for comparative purposes.
A random effect analysis of variance model, fitted using the statistical package MLwiN (Centre for Multilevel Modelling, Institute of Education, University of London), was used to estimate the mean systolic blood pressure and between-and within-subject variances in each period together with the between-period correlations. In total, 19 734 measurements of systolic blood pressure were available, with the random effect approach giving unbiased estimates provided that data are 'missing at random'. 16 Results Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of the periodspecific error-free blood pressures, the correlations between them, and the period-specific within-subject standard deviations. A number of trends are apparent. Within-period within-subject variability generally increases with time (although no such clear-cut trend is apparent for within-period between-subject variability) and correlations between error-free levels decline with increasing time interval between measurements. Table 3 shows the relationships between the three summary log odds ratios for different weight-halving intervals. The three summary odds ratios are identical only for 'exclusively current level' prediction of risk. In all the other scenarios the historyadjusted current odds ratio is less than the lifetime level odds ratio. The crude current odds ratio is greater than the Exclusively historical level prediction Figure 1 The extent to which risk of death in a current 5-year period depends on error-free blood pressure in current and past 5-year intervals under three different life-course scenarios. Percentages are the relative amount of weight given to each error-free level in a multiple logistic regression model history-adjusted current odds ratio through confounding with earlier blood pressure levels. It is less than the lifetime level odds ratio because the current level acts as an imperfect surrogate for earlier levels. Table 4 relates the naïve log odds ratio to the summary log odds ratios under each of the weight-halving scenarios. It is always less than the lifetime level log odds ratio; however, the extent to which it underestimates this varies with the weighthalving interval. For 'exclusively current level' prediction the 'historical' log odds ratio is only 36% of the lifetime level log odds ratio. At the other end of the spectrum, for exclusively historical level prediction the figure is 63%. Table 4 also shows the effect of correcting the naïve log odds ratio using the ratio of ranges, simple regression calibration and correlation coefficient methods. Both the ratio of ranges and regression calibration methods give rise to the lifetime level log odds ratio only under 'exclusively current level prediction'. Under all other scenarios these methods lead to overcorrection with the extent of the overcorrection increasing with increasing weight-halving interval. For exclusively historical level prediction they overcorrect by 74%. Even with a relatively short weight-halving interval of 5 years, results are overcorrected by 29%. Under all scenarios other than 'exclusively current level prediction,' the extent of the overestimation is even greater if the aim is to obtain crude current or history-adjusted current odds ratios.
The table also shows that correction using the correlation coefficient consistently leads to overestimation to an even greater extent than with the 'ratio of ranges' or regression calibration. The overestimation occurs even under the Table 3 Period-specific weights and summary measures of association under various full risk factor history models, using data from Table 4 Naïve and corrected* measures of association, expressed relative to error-free measures of association, using data from Table 2 .
*Correction factors are (the reciprocals of) 0.361 using the ratio of ranges and 0.305 for the product moment correlation coefficient.
**Equivalent results with simple regression calibration.
*** History adjusted current odds ratio is zero. assumption of 'exclusively current level prediction'. This is a consequence of the increase in the variability of systolic blood pressure over time in these data. For a weight-halving interval of 5 years the lifetime level, crude current, and history-adjusted current log odds ratios are overestimated by 53, 63, and 201%, respectively.
The effect of age
In common with other published analyses, the above analysis is rather simplistic because it takes no account of the different ages of the subjects at baseline. Table 5 illustrates the effect of separately calculating the variance-covariance matrices in men aged 30-39 years (N = 695), 40-49 years (N = 528), and 50-59 years (N = 266) at baseline. For brevity, results are expressed relative to the lifetime level log odds ratios only. The table shows that the impact of measurement error depends not only on the weight-halving interval, but also on the age of the subjects at baseline. For 'exclusively current level prediction' and short weight-halving intervals the impact of measurement error increases quite dramatically with age. For longer weighthalving intervals the age-specific differences are less marked. As a consequence of this, using the 'ratio of ranges' to make correction leads to the most substantial overcorrection in those aged 50-59 years at baseline.
Discussion
In long-term cohort studies where risk factors change over time, the way in which such factors relate to risk of disease is likely to be complex. In our view, a 'life-course' approach to studies with follow-up of more than a few years is essential in order to obtain a full understanding of the relationship. This can be achieved by dividing follow-up into a number of periods, either by age or by time relative to a baseline measurement, and using a set of appropriate regression models to relate risk in each period to error-free levels of the risk factor in that and earlier periods. If the set of regression models are homogeneous it is helpful to combine them into a general model relating risk in any period to past and present error-free levels. However, we do not address this issue in this paper, instead focussing on a single model for risk in a particular period. If the risk of disease in such a period is dependent both upon current and past error-free levels of a risk factor then a multiple regression 'full risk factor history' model is needed to provide a complete description of the relationship. In this paper we also propose three distinct summary statistics that describe different facets of the relationship between risk in this period and risk factor levels. We suggest that the epidemiologically most relevant of these is the lifetime level log odds ratio (or alternatively rate or hazard ratio) which relates a consistent change in the risk factor over the whole of past history to the current risk of disease. Our view contrasts with other approaches which refer to 'real associations with usual levels (of risk factors in decades post baseline)' 5 and associations with 'usual blood pressure at the start of a decade' 6 where the aim appears to be to estimate crude associations with error-free risk factor levels at a particular point in time.
Owing to the complexity in the risk factor-exposure relationship, correction for measurement error in a risk factor that evolves over time must ideally be 'life-course' in nature in order to avoid substantial bias. We have shown that commonly adopted 'non-life-course' methods of correction, such as the 'ratio of ranges' method, only provide unbiased correction under an assumption that current risk is exclusively dependent on the current error-free level of the risk factor. If current risk of disease is also dependent on past error-free levels of the risk factor, the 'non-life-course' methods will usually lead to overcorrection of the lifetime level association, with the extent of the overcorrection dependent on the rate at which the importance of past measurements declines. Such overcorrection applies to an even greater extent if the aim is to estimate the crude current association. For systolic blood pressure, still greater overcorrection can occur if a correlation coefficient is used to calculate correction factors. Furthermore, correction methods need to take account of age at risk in order to provide reliable effect estimates.
Our results demonstrate that a number of claimed corrected associations between 'usual' levels of blood pressure will, in fact, be overcorrected if the disease-exposure relationship is long term in nature. For example, Clarke et al. 5 claim that uncorrected associations of (coronary) disease risk with baseline measurements of blood pressure underestimate the strength of the real associations with usual levels of these risk factors during the third decade of exposure by about two-thirds, but this claim relies on the assumption that risk in the third decade of exposure is dependent only on error-free blood pressure measurements in that decade. In the Prospective Studies Collaboration of one million patients 'non-life-course correction methods' are used to relate risk in a particular decade to 'usual' blood pressure at the start of that decade. The associations seen in this study will be overcorrected if risk in each decade is, at least in part, dependent on error-free levels prior to the start of that decade.
Limitations on the amount of data available in many cohort studies may mean that a full life-course model cannot be fitted. However, we have shown [Equation ( 3)] that the extent to which 'non-life-course ratio of ranges' correction overestimates the lifetime level log odds-ratio is governed by the life-course weights and the covariance structure of the risk factor. Even if the extent of available data does not permit a full 'risk factor history' analysis we believe that a sensitivity analysis, perhaps utilizing a plausible range of 'weight-halving intervals', should always accompany simple 'ratio of ranges' type corrections.
Our intention in this paper has not been to provide a full account of the relationship between systolic blood pressure and coronary heart disease. The Framingham Heart Study is sufficiently large to allow estimation of parameters that describe the variability in blood pressure between-and within-subjects over 30 years of follow-up. However, it lacks statistical power to fully disentangle the contribution of blood pressure in each period to risk in the concurrent and subsequent periods. We, therefore, estimated the components of systolic blood pressure variability from the Framingham study and combined these with theoretical models for the dependency of risk on current and past blood pressure. A full analysis of the Framingham data would also need to take account of factors such as the impact of past cardiovascular events and the effects of anti-hypertensive drugs on coronary heart disease risk. Nonetheless, this paper demonstrates the dangers of using simple statistical techniques in a complex epidemiological setting. The challenge for epidemiologists and statisticians alike is to ensure that future longitudinal studies are designed, and analytical tools developed, in ways that allow reliable answers to be given to 'life-course' epidemiological questions.
For ease of interpretation we will develop the 'risk factor history' model within a logistic regression framework. However, the following results will also hold for other generalized linear models and for Cox proportional hazards models [see section (iv)].
For the ith subject denote death in the index period by D i ; let be the error-free risk factor level in the index period and be the corresponding level t periods previously. The full risk factor history model for the conditional probability of death is then Define ⌺ b to be the between-subject variance-covariance matrix of the error-free risk factor levels in the N periods and ⌺ w to be a diagonal matrix whose elements are the period-specific within-subject variances and assume that . Provided is small and/or is small for all j, using a result of Neuhaus and Jewell, 17 It follows from Equation (A3) that the crude current log odds ratio is given by (⌺ b ␤ * ) 1 /(⌺ b ) 11 . Note that our results describe the relationships between true model parameters. Observed regression coefficients would be subject additionally to random variability.
(ii) Naïve log odds ratio in the presence of measurement error
In this section we derive the log odds ratio relating a single measurement of the risk factor in the earliest period to mortality risk in the index period.
First consider the situation where there is a single observed measurement of the risk factor in each period and assume that , where x i is the vector of observed risk factor measurements. A logistic regression model can be used to relate these to mortality risk (A4)
Rosner et al. 4 show that the vector of regression coefficients in this model is given approximately by 
(iii) 'Non-life-course' corrections
Using either the ratio of ranges or regression calibration to make a 'non-life-course' correction involves dividing an estimate of ␤ H by an estimate of the slope of the relationship relating a measurement in the index period (1) to one in the earliest period (N). The slope of this relationship is given by (A7) Using a correlation coefficient to make a correction involves dividing by an estimate of It follows from Equation (A6) that measures of association calculated from baseline measurements and corrected using the ratio of ranges, ( ), regression calibration ( ) and the correlation coefficient ( ) are given by (A8) and
These parameters do not, in general, equate to either the lifetime level, crude current or history-adjusted current log odds ratios. In particular since w i = ␤* i ͞␤* L , expressing them as proportions of the lifetime level log odds ratio gives (A10)* and (A11) *Equation (3) in text.
(iv) Alternative 'risk factor history' models for rate and hazard ratios If a log, rather than a logistic, link function was used in the formulation of the full 'risk factor history' model [Equation (A1)] results analogous to those above can be derived for risk ratios. The results analogous to Equations (A3), (A5), and (A6) hold exactly (rather than approximately, subject to the conditions stated above), if a log link is used.
If a Cox proportional hazards model was used, subject to the same conditions as above and provided additionally that the cumulative event rate was low, it follows from Hughes 18 that analogous results to those above will hold approximately for log hazard ratios. In 1886 Francis Galton showed that children of tall parents tended to be shorter than their parents on average and that children of short parents tended to be taller than their parents on average, a phenomenon he originally called 'regression to mediocrity', but which we now know as 'regression to the mean'. 1 Regression to the mean is well recognized by epidemiologists because of its effect on estimating risk factordisease associations; unusual or extreme values tend upon remeasurement to be followed by less extreme values, and hence the strength of the associations between these second 'true' risk factor levels and disease incidence will be underestimated when 'baseline' measures are used in analyses. Several methods have been developed to correct for this 'regression dilution bias', 2 allowing unbiased estimates of 'true' risk associations to be made. Frost and White 3 thoughtfully investigate the effects of methods to correct for regression dilution bias and suggest that overcorrection may occur because of failure to take account of variations in the influence of the risk-exposure throughout the life-course. Using blood pressure data from the Framingham Heart Study, they construct a multiple regression model that relates risk of death from coronary heart disease in the interval 25-30 years after baseline to 'error free' levels of the risk factor not only at 25 years, but also at the start of all previous 5 year intervals. They consider implausible the assumption that the risk in a given follow-up period depends only on the underlying level of the risk factor at the start of that period, and introduce a concept of 'weight halving'. By this they mean that the importance of true levels of the risk factor halves as we travel backwards through successive previous time periods. By varying the duration of this weight halving interval (from 'exclusively current level prediction' to 'exclusively historical level prediction'), they describe the performance of the baseline association and the 'regression-dilution-corrected' association at estimating: (i) the 'crude current' association; (ii) the 'history-adjusted' current association; and (iii) the 'lifetime level' association (the difference in risk between two subjects whose level has differed by 1 unit throughout their lives), identifying this last association as the most epidemiologically relevant. Frost and White demonstrate the well-known phenomenon whereby the uncorrected odds ratio underestimates the lifetime odds ratio. This is shown to be true for all weight-halving intervals, and that the magnitude of this bias is greatest when risk is driven predominantly by current error-free blood pressure levels (i.e. a weight-halving interval of 0 or close to 0). Under this scenario, the standard techniques used to correct for regression dilution bias, and in particular the 'range ratio'
